MANTICORE ARMS, INC.
Advanced Fighting Gear
TAVOR SWITCHBACK CHARGING HANDLE
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
Warning: Always verify your rifle is unloaded prior to
installing any parts!

STEP 4:
thread the 4-40 screws into the front and rear face of the
Inner Lug and tighten down until snug.

The Tavor Switchback Charging Handle is compatible with
the following rifles:
IWI Tavor SAR - all barrel lengths and calibers
The following is included in the kit:
(1) Switchback Charging Handle
(1) Inner Lug and Rod
(2) 4-40 screws
(1) allen wrench

You will need the following tools:
Tools to remove upper handguard from Tavor
per the Tavor manual
STEP 1:
Remove the magazine from the rifle, pull back on the
charging handle and ensure the chamber is clear of live
ammunition. Let the charging handle go to the forward
position and place the rifle on “SAFE”
STEP 2:
Remove the upper handguard per the instruction manual
included with your Tavor and remove the existing charging
handle assembly from the upper handguard
STEP 3:
Place the Inner Lug and Rod assembly on the inside of the
handguard, and slide the Switchback Charging Handle
through the outside
until it fits into the
inner lug.

STEP 5:
Re-install the upper handguard and charging handle per
the Tavor manual.
STEP 6:
Your Switchback Charging Handle is now installed! Fold
out and pull back on the Switchback to test the handle.
With no magazine inserted in the rifle, pull the handle back
to the full reward position and let go- the handle should run
forward and fold into the stowage position at the full
forward position. The small “tooth” on the inside of the
handle will lock it in the forward position when the handle
is folded into the stowage position. When the bolt is
locked open and then released the charging handle will go
forward and fold into the stowage position on its own. It is
now safe to use the rifle.
NOTE: The handle can be installed on either side of the
weapon simply by following the instructions in the Tavor
manual on how to switch sides of the charging handle.
Visit www.youtube.com/manticorearms to view videos on
the installation and use of this product!
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